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FOREWORD 

The 6th Computer Symposium, organised under the auspices of SAICS, carries on the 
tradition of providing an opportunity for the South African scientific computing 
community to present research material to their peers. 

It was heartening that 31 papers were offered for consideration. As before all these papers 
were refereed. Thereafter a selection committee chose 21 for presentation at the 
Symposium. 

Several new dimensions are present in the 1991 symposium: 

* The Symposium has been arranged for the day immediately after the SACLA 
conference. 

* It is being run over only 1 day in contrast to the 2-3 days of previous symposia. 

* I believe that it is first time that a Symposium has been held outside of the 
Transvaal. 

* Over 85 people will be attending. Nearly all will have attended both events. 

* A Sponsorship package for both SACLA and the Research Symposium was 
obtained. (This led to reduced hotel costs compared to previous symposia) 

A major expense is the production of the Proceedings of the Symposium. To ensure 
financial soundness authors have had to pay the page charge of R20 per page. 

A thought for the future would be consideration of a poster session at the Symposium. 
This could provide an alternative approach to presenting ideas or work. 

I would sincerely hope that the twinning of SACLA and the Research Symposium is 
considered successful enough for this combination survive. As to whether a Research 
Symposium should be run each year after SACLA, or only every second year, is a matter 
of need and taste. 

A challenge for the future is to encourage an even greater number of MSc & PhD 
students to attei:id the Symposium. Unlike this year, I would recommend that they be 
accommodated at the same cost as everyone else. Only if it is financially necessary 
should the sponsored number of students be limited. 

I would like to thank the other members of the organising committee and my colleagues 
at UCT for all the help that they have given me. A special word of thanks goes to Prof. 
Pieter Kritzinger who has provided me with invaluable help and ideas throughout the 
organisation of this 6th Research Symposium. 

MHLinck 
Symposium Chairman 
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Improving A Control and Sequencing Language 

Colin A .  Fair* and Gabriel D Smit 
Laboratory for Advanced Computing 

Department of Computer Science 
University of Cape Town 

May 1991 

Abstract 

In a process control environment , batch processes , as opposed to continuous pro
cesses , are characterised by multi-product manufacturing lines producing relatively 
small quantities which often involves frequent product changes .  One component of 
batch control systems is a programming language which is used to control and syn
chronise the operations of the plant . Initially low-level languages ( e.g. ladder logic ,  
boolean algebra and assembly language) were used,  but have now been replaced by 
specialised high-level languages . These languages provide more functionality and are 
easier to use . This paper examines one such a high-level sequencing language (CASL) 
and identifies functionality, clarity and readability improvements that can be  made to 
the existing language . An implementation of an upwardly compatible compiler for the 
improved language is described briefly. 

1 Introduction 

Batch processing provides manufacturers with the flexibility of producing many different 
products using the same basic equipment , compared to continuous processes which are 
used whenever large quantities of a product are required and the specification remains 
relatively constant [8] . The recipes (or sequences) for producing these batch products 
need to  be updated continually in order to  maximise the use of raw materials and plant 
equipment , thus producing cost-effective products .  Batch process control has presented 
unique challenges to the process control fraternity [7 ,  8, 4, 1 0] compared to continuous 
control which is generally well understood and easier to implement [8] . 

Many low-level and unsophisticated systems have evolved over the years that allow the 
computer to  automatically control a factory or industrial plant [6] and [4] . These systems 
were often difficult to understand and implement and the need arose for a high level lan
guage with concepts  and constructs that could map onto typical plant operations . CAS11 

(Control And Sequencing Language) [3] , is such a special-purpose language that is used 
for programming the various functions associated with batch process control . CASL forms 
part of the CYGNUS 2 process management and control system [2] and was developed in 
the seventies by ICI ( Ltd)  in England. 

• pa.rtially supported by the Computer Science Development Programme of the F RD 
1 Pronounced , "castle" or "ca.ssel" 
2 Registered trade ma.rk of AECI Limited 
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On current implementations , CASL source code is compiled into an intermediate lan
guage. The intermediate code is loaded into a code partition in memory from where it 
is executed by a run-time interpreter . Loading and replacement of code sequences are 
allowed during run- time. The interpreter interacts with the plant equipment by reading 
and/or sett ing att ributes of plant equipment as represented in a real-time database. A sep
arate t ask ,  t he scanner is responsible for the communication between the plant equipment 
and the real-t ime database. 

As will be seen, CASL is a somewhat archaic language. The distributor of CYGNUS , 
AECI Process Computing, approached the Department of Computer Science at the Uni
versity of Cape Town with  a view to developing a local CASL compiler , while at the same 
time modernizing the language where possible while still maintaining upw�rd compatibil
i ty. 

In this paper we examine and evaluate CASL and identify weaknesses in i ts  function
ality, readability and module clarity ;  we design improvements that are , as far as possible , 
upwardly compatible with the old language; and we discuss some issues that a.rose during 
implementation of a compiler for the new language using compiler const ruction tools such 
as lex and yacc. 

2 CASL Overview 

This section introduces the concept s  and major components of CASL .  It is not intended 
as a language tutorial ,  but rather to provide the reader with some idea of the nature of 
t he language. 

2 . 1  CASL Operation 

In a process control plant several operations ( or processes ) typically take place at one time. 
A bat ch process is defined by Rubin [ 1 0] as "having a recognizable start and finish , with  one 
or more s tates or phases occurring during the operation . "  In CASL, these operations are 
represented by jobs ( similar to  t asks) which are executed (pseudo- )concurrently. A CASL 
job can . be  described as the execution of a seque nce. A sequence is  similar to a procedure 
in a conventional high level language and consists  of a sequence or block of executable 
CASL statements .  In addition to being CAL Led (like a procedure call) ,  a sequence may 
also be  STARTed, in which case a new job i s  created. A job may consist of a number of 
sequences because of possibly nested CALL S  to  other sequences . However, there is only one 
active sequence per job ( see Figure f) . 

Sequences are re-entrant , therefore more than one job can access the same sequence 
simultaneously. A sequence is subdivided into steps by certain CASL statements .  These 
steps play an important role in the concurrent execution of jobs .  While it  is the respon
sibili ty of the process engineer to subdivide a sequence into steps ,  in practice these steps 
occur naturally due to  the distribution of the relevant CASL statements in the sequence 
code. 

P seudo concurrency is obtained by executing part of every job at least once in  a given 
t ime interval (e .g .  once per second) .  Thi s  concept is called a heartbeat. The part of a 
job that i s  executed during a single heartbeat is called a phase and corresponds with the 
execution of a single step in a sequence of code. In other words , one phase of every job 
is executed every heartbeat . For example, Figure 1 illustrates the conceptual structure of 
a CASL system being . executed in a batch plant . There are n jobs in the plant ( CASL 
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Sequence 2 

,tep ,, t .... . , 
phase 3 

Figure 1 :  Hierarchical plant execution diagram 

allows a maximum of 60) ,  each with one or more sequences forming part to it . A new job 
is created when a sequence is STARTed, and this sequence is  known as the base sequence . 
A job may consist of more than one sequence due to nested CALLS  to other sequences , 
e .g .  JOB 3 consists of Sequence 4 (the base sequence) which CA L Led Sequence 1 ,  which 
in turn CALLed Sequence 2. Note that Sequence 2 is accessed (being executed) by J O B  
1 and JOB 3 .  In a single heartbeat n phases will be executed , e . g .  i n  phase 1 step i2 of 
Sequence 2 might be executed as part of JOB 1 ,  step jJ of Sequence 3 as part of JOB 2 
in phase 2 ,  step k2 of Sequence 2 as part of JOB 3 in phase 3 ,  etc ;  

Phases are not preempted, but run to completion . Mutual exclusion is therefore guar
anteed within a. step . Synchronisation and scheduling of jobs are obtained with special 
CASL statements that provide the following operations: 

• Start a new job. 

• Delay the current job for a given time period. 

• Place a given job on hold. The held job could be the current or any other job , and it 
may be put on hold either immediately or when it  reaches a specified point (label )  
in its  sequence. 

• Reactivate a given job that has been put on hold. 

• Terminate a given job . 
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The data on which sequence logic operates can be separated into  three parts:  process 
database data; P L IST data; and job-local data. By accessing and/or changing attributes 
associated with plant addresses in the process dataoo,e, the sequence logic is able to read 
the plant state  and control plant equipment . A PL IST data block i s  a block of data. ( or 
para.meter list ) that have been grouped together and given a. name. A PL IST can be passed 
a.s a parameter to a sequence, or can be referenced explicitly a.s a global dat a  block . A 
limited number ( only four) job-local variables are provided. They have fixed names ( X 1  to 
X4) and are local to a job . A reference to such a. variable from within any sequence will 
reference the corresponding variable in the job executing that sequence .  

2 . 2  A CASL Module Definition 
A CASL program is usually spli t  into a number of modules . Each module consis ts  of the 
six sections described next . Some of these sections are optional. An example of a module 
is  given in Figure 2. It has the following components :  

TITLE and LET definitions 

The TITLE s tatement defines a module title, while LET definitions define text replacement 
s trings (parameterless macros) .  

PLIST structure definitions 

P L IST structure definitions appear in the PLISTDEF section and are like record definitions 
in a named type declarations in Pa.seal and struc definitions in a typedef in C .  Every 
P L IST must have a unique name and contains a list of field definitions . Fields are declared 
to be of one of five types (or modes in CASL terminology) ,  namely INT ( integer) ,  NUM 
( real ) ,  BITS ( bit flags ) ,  PLAD ( plant address) ,  or HESS (message - actually string ) ,  and 
must have a name that is unique within the module. An array is defined by placing the 
size of t he array after the mode keyword. For example 

PLIST REACTOR = PLAD OUTLET , INLET , NUH (2 )  REQVOL , AREA , INT ERRFLAG 

defines any REACTOR PL IST to consist of two plant addresses ( OUTLET and INLET) ,  two 
arrays of two real numbers each (REQVOL and AREA) ,  and an integer (ERRFLAG) . 

PLIST instantiations 

The section headed by the keyword PLISTNUH is used to declare the actual PL ISTs ( P L IST in
stantiations) for the module. The PLISTNUM section of Figure 2 ,  for example, defines three 
P L ISTS with the REACTOR structure, namely REACTOR( l ) , REACTOR(4) , and REACTOR (9 ) , 
and one P LIST with the BATCHREC structure. Each instantiated P L IST is created with a list 
of variables that correspond to the fields defined in the PL IST-structure. 

In addition to the instantiation number (the numbers in parentheses) ,  each PL IST must 
be identified with  a unique integer identifier. These identifiers a.re used by the interpreter 
a.s indices to reference the PL IST items in the data partition of the sequence database in 
memory. Each integer must be unique in a project in order to prevent a conflict from 
occurring during access. A maximum of 255 P LISTs may be declared in CAS L .  
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TITLE " CASL/TST/ 18FEB90" EXAMPLE MODULE 

LET SCREEN = OCT 100 ; 
LET NL • 10 ; 

Y.OCP dialogue 

Y.NEWLINE character for printouts 

PLISTDEF Y.Plist def init ion sect ion 
PLIST REACTOR = PLAD OUTLET , INLET , NUM (2)  REQVOL ,  AREA , INT ERRFLAG 
PLIST BATCHREC = INT BATCHNUM , SHIFTNUM , MESS SEQTITLE , SEQID  

PLISTNUM Y.Pl ist declaration ( instant iat ion)  s ect ion 
1 REACTOR( ! )  
5 REACTOR (4)  
1 3  REACTOR (9 ) . 
100 : BATCHREC ( 1 )  

SEQNUM Y.Sequence def init ion sect ion 
10 : MAINSEQ 
20 : SUBSEQ REACTOR , BATCHREC 
30 : ANOTHERSEQ BATCHREC 

DATA Y.Plist init ialisat ion sect ion 
REACTOR (4)  • > 2XV326 , > 2XV315 , 50 . 0 ,  60 . 0 ,  0 . 0 ( 2 ) , 22 
BATCHREC ( 1 )  = 0 (2 ) , "Transfer of rav materials for process 1 0 " , " X2 1208 " 

SEQUENCE MAINSEQ 
10 : 

IDENT1 1 1 Mains eq 1 1  

DEVIN SCREEN 
DEVOUT SCREEN 

20 : X 1  = ME 

ENDSEQ 

START SUBSEQ REACTOR(2 ) , 
GOTO 10  

Y.Set local variable X 1  to current j ob no . 
BATCHREC ( 1 ) 

SEQUENCE SUBSEQ !REACTOR , ABATCH 
IDENT1 1 1 Subseq 1 1  

ENDSEQ 

�BATCH . BATCHNUM • 100 
OPEN AREACTOR . INLET 

Figure 2: A sample CASL module. 
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Sequence identification section 

All sequences used in a module, whether they are defined in the module or just referenced 
in i t ,  must be numbered and listed in the SEQNUM section. Each entry in the section 
consists of a number followed by a colon, the sequence name, and a list of P L IST-structures 
that defines the kind of parameter list(  s) associated with the sequence . This is similar to 
procedure prototypes found in other languages. The integer identifiers are used by the 
interpreter as indices into the code partition of the sequence database. Our sample module 
identifies three sequences , one (ANOTHERSEQ) of which is external. to the module: MAINSEQ 
does not make use of a P L IST , while SUBSEQ requires two P L ISTs,  namely a REACTOR type 
P L IST and a BATCHREC type P L IST.  

Initialisation of P LISTs 

The DATA section contains the optional. init ialisation of variables in instantiated P L ISTs 
declared in the PLISTNUM section. The P L IST is identified by its name and instantiation 
number and is followed by a list of data values . The list of values must have a one to one 
correspondence with the appropriate P L IST-structure definition in the PLISTDEF section. 

The list of data values may include a replication factor. This is specified as an integer 
in parentheses following a data item. For example, in Figure 2, the variables in the P LIST 
REACTOR(4)  are initialised as follows : 

REACTOR(4)  . OUTLET = • 2XV326 
REACTOR(4)  . INLET = • 2XV3 15  
REACTOR (4) . REQVOL ( 1 )  = 50 . 0  
REACTOR (4)  . REQVOL (2 )  = 60 . 0  

Sequence defi nitions 

REACTOR (4)  . AREA ( 1 ) = 0 . 0  
REACTOR (4) ' . AREA (2 )  = 0 . 0  
REACTOR (4)  . ERRFLAG = 22 

A sequence definition starts with the keyword SEQUENCE followed by the sequence name 
and a list of formal parameter names . These formal parameters refer to P L ISTs of the kind 
defined in the SEQNUM section. The sequence definition is terminated with the keyword 
ENDSEQ . CASL labels and executable statements are enclosed between these two keywords . 

Executable statements 

CASL executable statements can be sub-divided into a number of functional. groups. As
signment statements change the contents of P LIST and local variables. Assignments can 
be made to variables of any type except MESS .  However, type conversion is  only allowed 
between integers and reals. Plant control statements allow the manipulation of PLAD 's and 
their att ributes in the data.base. For example, the value of an attribute may be changed 
with the S ET statement . Program execution control statements direct the fl.ow of control 
through a sequence. These include an I F  THEN ELSE statement , a simple looping con
struct , a subroutine ( sequence) call, as well as a GOTO statement . Text input and output 
statements read and write text data from and to the current input and output devices . 

Job control statements can be used to affect the state and execute positions of not 
only the current job , but al.so other jobs . We have mentioned most of these statements 
under job synchronisation . A further example is the DIVERT statement which is similar to 
a GOTO , except that it ca.uses another (specified) job to GOTO the given label . Timing and 
error notification statements form the last two groups of CASL statements .  
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3 CASL:  A Crit ique 

CASL can be evaluated as a batch process control language and as a high level language . 
In the former, one would ask how well does the language serve the process personnel in 
specifying control sequences that . must be performed in the plant. In other words , how 
good is the mapping from CASL statements to plant operations? In the second evaluation 
one would consider such aspects as the clarity . and simplicity of the language concepts ,  
clarity of  module syntax ( i . e .  readabili ty) ,  naturalness for  the application, ease of  module 
creation and use [9] . 

3 . 1  CASL as a Process Control Language 

CASL seems to be a good batch control language. The abstraction of concurrency concepts  
namely a heartbeat and phase, allows the CASL programmer to concentrate on the content 
of a module rather than on concurrency. Re-entrancy of sequence code and the ability to 
pass P L ISTs as parameters to a sequence maps well onto the batch processing environment . 
A particular sequence ( recipe) may be defined and by simply passing a different P L IST ( set 
of ingredients ) ,  a different batch of a products may be produced . This together with t he 
instantiation of multiple P L IST definitions , the interface with an Operator Communication 
Package, and the standard interface to the plant database, all contribute to t he success 
of CASL as a process control language - evidenced by the more than 60 installations of 
CASL in South Africa. 

3 .2  CASL as a High Level Language 

When judged as a high level language, CASL has a number of deficiencies . In t he following 
sections we examine thesE: short-comings and propose solutions . 

Some of the unfortunate features Qf CASL cannot be addressed without making the 
new language incompatible with the old .  We first discuss those issues t hat can be  addressed 
while maintaining upward compatibility and then point out t hose to which the solutions , 
we believe , have more serious implications . 

Local Variables 

CASL allows only four local (fixed-named, and typeless) variables per job . The main 
reason for this rest ri ct ion was the severe memory restri ctions the original system had to 
cater for. This i s  no longer the case and CASL can be enhanced wit h  proper local variables . 

Proper local variables can be introduced through a special kind of P L IST , namely 
a LOCAL P LIST . LOCALs are declared at the start of a sequence, before the executable 
statements .  The same format is followed as that of a PL IST declaration in the PLISTDEF 
section of the module . For example, 

SEQUENCE MAINSEQ 
LOCAL PLAD ( 16 )  locplad , 

INT locint 1 , locint2 , locint3 , 

MESS messloc 

X1  = locint 1 + locint2 * locint3 
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ENDSEQ 

The same usage and naming convention applies as for normal P L ISTs , except for the scope 
of the variables . While the names of local variables must be unique, their scope are limited 
to only the sequence in which t hey are defined .  Therefore, a local variable in sequence A 
is not visible t o  sequence B in the same job, and neither is a local variable in sequence 
A of job J visible to sequence A in job K. This is achieved by ensuring that every time 
a sequence is invoked , an instantiation of the local P LIST is created. This is not unlike 
invocation records and stack frames in conventional programming languages . 

Interface variables 

CASL allows only PL ISTs to be passed as parameters to sequences . It is  not difficult 
to extend t hi s  to allow any variable to be passed as a para.meter . We call these addi
t ional parameters interface variables. They may be used in combination with P L ISTs . For 
example, 

PLISTDEF PLIST SOMEPLIST = 

PLISTNUM 1 :  SOMEPLIST ( 1 )  

SEQNUM 
10 : MAINSEQ 
20 : SUBSEQ SOMEPLIST , ( INT ,  PLAD ) 

SEQUENCE MAINSEQ 
LOCAL INT COUNT 

CALL SUBSEQ S0MEPLIST ( 1 ) , ( 10 ,  COUNT , ' HV- 100 ) 

ENDSEQ 

SEQUENCE SUBSEQ APLIST , ( INT ivint 1 , count , PLAD valve) 
SET valve . MVE = 1 00 
APLIST . SOMEFIELD • 

ENDSEQ 

Interface variables can be i,mplemented as yet another type of P LIST - at each CALL  or 
START an instanti ation is made of an interface PL IST containing t he values of the actual 
parameters . This instantiation of the interface plist i s  destroyed once the called sequence 
terminates . Interface variables are therefore passed by value. 

Looping Constructs 

CASL does not have any flexible looping construct apart from t he GOTO s tatement and the 
REPEAT . . .  FINISH loop , which is restricted to a maximum of 255 iterations . One of t he 
reasons for t his is the fear that a loop can take long to  complete ( e .g .  because of a large 
repeat count ) and if it does not contain an end of phase statement , the job may overrun 
its time slice in the heartbeat . (A backwards GOTO forces an end of phase, therefore loops 
constructed from GOTOs do not have this  problem. )  In spite of this ,  it is our opinion that 
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more powerful looping constructs should be provided. Suitable programming practices 
such as putting conditional phase terminators inside loops can prevent overruns . As a 
compromise between simpli city a.nd versatility, we a.rgue for a. FOR loop and a WHILE loop , 
namely 

FOR < counter> = < initiaLvalue> TO <final_value> STEP < step_value> DO 

NEXT < counter> 

and 

WHILE < condition> DO 

ENDWHILE 

The semantics a.re similar to  those in Pascal or Modula-2 .  The loop counter may be a 
P L IST item or a local variable . The STEP value is optional, with a default value of one. 
Loops may be nested. 

Real Numbers 

CASL supports a 1 6-bit NUM which stores a floating point number in a ( non- standard) 
internal format . Values can ra.nge from 0 .00003 to 65504.0  with an accuracy of one part 
in 2048 . In order to obtain better accuracy and to  make more efficient use of floating 
point co-processors where available, 32-bit IEEE forma.t floating point numbers should be  
supported . Due to  the  current design of  the  intermediate language, thi s  has the implication 
that all other basic da.ta. types must be expanded to 32-bit values . 

Foreign Language Procedure Calls 

CASL allows RTL/2 procedures to be called from within a sequence with the statement 

RTL n 

where n is an integer identifying the procedure to call. Para.meters and results can only 
be passed through the 4 local variables . There is no reason why these procedures cannot 
be identified symbolically. Support should also be provided for other foreign languages 
such as C .  Foreign language procedure ca.11 statements could therefore be defined , e .g .  

XCALL C procedure-name 
XCALL RTL procedure_name 

Proper para.meter passing as well as external function calls should be allowed as in 

AREACTOR . AREA ( l )  = CALC.-AREA (R.l.ENGTH , R....BREADTH) 

Symbolic Labels 

CASL allows only numeric labels in the range 0-255 since the original implementation 
required any label to  be identifiable by a single byte .  Since memory restrictions are no 
longer a big issue , the new language should allow the use of symbolic ( alpha-numeric) 
names for labels . 
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Macros and File I nclusions 

The LET text replacement facility allows for the definition of parameterless macros . Nested 
macros are not supported. Similarly files may be included with a file inclusion command , 
but only one level of inclusion is allowed. It i s  a relatively simple matter to expand 
LET definitions to allow for parameters and nested replacements and to allow nested file 
inclusions. 

Boolean expressions 

CASL does not support parenthesis to force precedence of operators in boolean expressions . 
This i s  unnecessary restrictive and simply reduces the readability of CASL programs. 

All the issues discussed so far can be ( and have been) addressed by implementing the 
proposed changes while still maintaining upward compatibility with the old language. So
lutions to  the issues in the following sections , however,  will have more serious implications . 

Layout and readability 

CASL does not use an explicit statement terminator or separator like the semicolon in 
C and Pascal respectively. While CASL statemeJltS are always terminated by a newline 
character, not all newline characters terminate statements .  One of the reasons given 
for not using explicit statement terminators [5] i s  that most users of CASL don 't know 
programming languages and therefore statement terminators other than a newline would 
be "unnatural" for them and an unnecessary complication. We argue, however,  that with 
the CASL syntax the way it i s ,  the use of newline characters actually complicates matters : 
a set of rules is required specifying where newlines must , may, and may not be  used . For 
example , newlines are allowed after any comma and before (but not after) ANDs and ORs in  
conditional expressions . I t  would have been much simpler to state  newlines may be used 
anywhere where spaces can be used. It is somewhat embarrassing to have to explain to 
someone that she may write 

IF A . SIZE >=  B . SIZE 
AND A . SIZE >= 0 THEN 

but not 
IF A . SIZE >=  B . SIZE AND 

A . SIZE >=  0 THEN 

Had it not been for the syntax of two statements ,  namely the CALL  and START statements ,  
i t  might have been possible to  allow free-format CASL  programs without explicit statement 
terminators ( while still using an LALR( l )  parser ) .  The problem lies  in the fact that the 
two fragments 

CALL CLEAN-UP TANK ( 1 )  = 0 

and 

CALL CLEA?LUP 
TANK ( 1 ) = 0 

are both legal (non-free-format ) CASL fragments ,  but mean completely different things . 
In the former TANK is a P L IST with a single field that is initialised to O in the CALL . In the 
latter, TANK is an array variable (a. member of a P LIST - if there is  only one instantiation 
of a P L IST , the field name is enough to identify the variable) that is assigned the value 0 .  
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Even without free-format the (poor) syntax of CALL  and START statements give prob
lems to an LALR( l )  parser . As indicated before, P L ISTs may be passed as parameters 
with  these statements ,  and furthermore , they may be (optionally ) initialised at t hat time. 
One could therefore have the following 

PLIST REACTOR = PLAD OUTLET , INLET , NUM(2 ) REQVOL , AREA , INT ERRFLAG 
PLIST BATCHREC = INT BATCHNUM , SHIFTNUM , HESS SEQTITLE , SEQ ID 

CALL SUBSEQ REACTOR( 1 )  = ' 2X ,  ' V3 ,  5 . 0 ,  6 . 0 ,  0 . 0 ( 2 ) , 22 , BATCHREC ( 1 ) 

which init ialises the fields of REACTOR ( ! )  to the same values of REACTOR ( 2 ) in the sample 
module of Figure 2 . To further complicate matters , the initial values may be references to 
other P L IST fields, e .g .  

PLIST BOB = INT ( 20 ) A 

START X 1  BOBSEQ BOB ( l ) , BOB (2) = 1 , , 3 (5 ) , BOB (4) . A ( 2 ) , (7 ) , 10 ( 5 ) , BOB (4 )  
BOB ( 3 ) . A  = 10  'l. a statement following the call 

The work of not only the parser, but also the human reader would be much easier i f  the 
i nit ialisation of a P L IST i s  enclosed in  braces ( { } )  and repetition factors are enclosed in 
square brackets ( [ ] ) .  The above example could then be writ ten as follows:  

START Xl BOBSEQ BOB ( l ) , 
BOB ( 2 )  = { 1 ,  , 3 (5] , BOB (4)  . A (2 ) , [7] , 10 [5] } , 
B0B (4) 

BOB (3 ) . A  = 10  'l. a statement following the call 

IF Statement 

The IF s tatement has the s tructure 

IF < condition> < optionaLthen> < statements> END 

This allows for the following potentially confusing code 

IF X1 = 1 
X4 = X 1  
PRINT X 1  

END 

'l. if X1 is equal to 1 
'l, THEN as s ign X 1  to  X4 
'l. etc . 

The THEN should be  mandatory. 

LET Defi nition 

Unlike other CASL statment s ,  LET statements are terminated with an explicit terminator 
- a. semi-colon. While thi s  allows for definitions such as 
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LET CLEARJ'LAGS = 
X4 = 0 
REPEAT 70 

X4 = X4 + 1 
FLAG (X4) = 0 

FINISH ; 

readability can be improved if an explicit continuation character is used and no termination 
character ( to  fit in with  the rest of the language) , e .g .  

LET CLEARJ'LAGS = 
X4 = 0 
REPEAT 70 

\ 
\ 
\ 

X4 = X4 + 1 \ 
FLAG (X4)  = 0 \ 

FINISH 

String Manipulation 

CASL does not support string assignments directly. In order to assign a string to  a 
(message) variable, one has to use a special version of the WRITE s tatement , e .g .  

WRITE 255 MESSVAR , " New text string" 

( Every WRITE statement has a priority which determines the urgency of the WRITE state
ment . The priority range is from 0-9 .  The WRITE statement used with the special priority 
of 255 indicates a string assignment . ) It would be much simpler if  one could write 

MESSVAR = "New text string" 

PLIST initialisation 

P L IST instantiation and P L IST ini tialisation is  performed by two separate statements 
(PLISTNUM and DATA) .  This is  an unnecessary fragmentation of information and should 
rather be combined,  for example 

PLISTNUM 
2 :  REACTOR (4 )  = ' 2 12XV326 , ' 2 12XV315 , 50 . 0 ,  60 . 0 ,  0 . 0 ( 2 ) , 22 
10 : BATCHREC ( 1 ) = 0 (2 ) , 

"Transfer of raw mat erials for process 10" , 
" X21208" 

PLIST and SEQUENCE numbers 

As mentioned already, each instantiation of a P LIST must be assigned a unique integer 
identifier which is used at run-time to reference the P LIST i tems . Similarly a S EQ U ENCE  
must be assigned a unique integer identifier by  the programmer in order to reference the 
sequence at run-time. We propose the introduction of a project file that controls the 
execution of the project . This file would free the programmer from the need to know and 
define S EQ U E N C E  and P L IST numbers and serve to centralise the definitions and declaration 
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Problem 
• Four fixed-named local variables 
• Only P L ISTS as para.meters 
• Limited looping construct 
• Accuracy of real numbers 
• Only numbered RTL procedure 

ca.lls 
• Only 256 numeric labels 
• Limited LET definitions 

• Boolean opera.tor precedence 
• La.ck of free format 
• START and CALL statement 

syntax 
• Optional THEN in IF  statement 
• Multiline LET with terminator 
• No string assignment 
• P LIST instantiat ion and 

ini t ia.lisation 

Solution implemented 
Genera.I local variables via. LOCAL P L  1ST . 
Interface variables 
FOR and WHILE statements 
32-bit IEEE format floating point numbers 
Support for symbolic ca.lls to C procedures 

232 symbolic labels 
Para.meters ; nested invocation ; 
includes 

new syntax 

nested file 

Figure 3: Summary of Improvements 

of data. .  Currently every module is required to include a P L ISTDEF  and P L IST N U M  section 
to define and declare those P L ISTs that are used in the sequences contained in the module . 
The S EQ N U M  section is required to associate the sequence with a number and p rovide a 
prototype against which to check usage of that sequence. 

The project file would contain a.11 P L IST definitions and declarations for the entire 
' .... 

project as well as a.11 the S EQ U E N C E  prototype definitions . It would then be  the com-
piler 's responsibility to assign appropriate numbers . Individual modules would be com
piled against the project file and the system would ensure that dependent modules are 
recompiled as appropriate .  

4 Implementation Issues 

A new CASL compiler has been developed that implements the improvements described 
before that could be made while maintaining upward compatibili ty. Figure 3 summarizes 
the improvements identified and implemented. Those that were not implemented were 
either because of the compatibility issue, or because the initiators of the project saw no 
immediate need for i t .  

In the rest of  this section we describe some of  the  problems that had to be  solved when 
implementing the compiler using PCLEX and P CYACC [1 ] . 

4 . 1  Language Specification 

Initia.lly an attempt was made to make the language free-format without explicit s tatement 
terminators . However, as explained in a previous section, this was not possible. Newlines 
were therefore encoded as s tatement terminators , with the same restri ctions and exceptions 
as were present in the original CASL .  
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As has been indicated before, the complete START and CALL statements cannot be 
implemented using an LALR( l )  parser (which is  what PCYACC produces ) .  In particular , 
the problem is when PL ISTs are initialised in  these statements .  Fortunately i t  turned out 
that in  practice , START and CALL statements are not often used with  P L IST initialisation .  
Thi s ,  coupled with the · desirability  of  a grammar-based parser was judged to be  a good 
enough reason to change the syntax of these init ialisations to the format described earlier .  
This is  the  only case in which the new language is not upwardly compatible with  the old .  

4 .2  Preprocessor and Lexical Scanner 

P C LEX was used to  generate a lexical scanner from regular expressions defining the CASL 
tokens . An attempt was made to incorporate file inclusions and macro definitions and calls 
directly into the scanner and parser .  This could be achieved by changing the source of the 
scanner input at appropriate times . However , because PCLEX generates a scanner that 
uses the more efficient , so-called flex algorithm,  this  was not possible . Instead of reading 
input a character at a time, a flex scanner reads input a line at a time and then examines 
the characters in the internal buffer. Redirecting input source under these circumstances 
became too complicated and cumbersome, and a separate ,  hand-coded preprocessor was 
developed using a public domain C preprocessor as a base. 

A minor problem arose during the implementation of the lexical scanner . In CASL two 
or more s trings separated only by a newline are considered as one string.  A string token 
was therefore defined accordingly. However, thi s  caused the sc,anner 's internal buffer to 
overflow on long strings . The buffer size of the scanner could have been extended , however , 
one would not be able to  guarantee that it is big enough since there is no limit on the 
lengths of strings ( in some applications strings of more than l K  bytes are defined) .  The 
problem was solved by moving the recognition of long strings to  the parser . Rules were 
defined to recognise lists of strings only separated by newline characters and to concatenate 
t hese strings and store them as a single string. 

Tag name to P lant Address conversion 

The convention for referencing plant addresses in CASL is by tag name , which is usually 
application dependent . The standard CYGNUS syntax requires that a tag name begin 
with a prime ( ' ) followed by up to nine significant characters , drawn from the letters A-Z , 
digits 0-9 and Cl .  The layout characters - and / may be used freely, e .g .  , FIC-410/  A ,  
' IOMASSFLOW, and > 77-HV- 10 1/A .  A tag name that is used in a CASL module must be  
present in  the  CYGNUS d�tabase in  order to be  valid .  Since each PLIST item is repre
sented internally by a 32 bit value ( 16 bits  in the original CASL) ,  tag names , which are 
the "values" of PLAD variables , need to be converted to 32 bit values . In other words , a 
PLAD is a 32-bit representation of a tag name. 

In the old version of the CYGNUS system the conversion from tag name to PLAD , 
was performed by the translator .  This was achieved by simply passing the tag name 
to a special dictionary task,  whi ch looked up the name in a dictionary and returned an 
associated 16 bit number that served as a kind of index in the database. This number was 
then s tored in the P LAD item and used for subsequent database access .  The disadvantage 
of this  approach is that if the database is changed, all modules referencing the database 
have to  be re-translated.  

In the new compiler, the tag name to PLAD conversion is left to the loader , to be 
performed at load time. The compiler records every occurrence of a tag name and passes 
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this  information to the loader. Multiple occurrences of the same tag name will result in a 
chain of pointers being formed from the la.st occurrence to the first . The loader converts 
the tag name and inserts the packed value into the intermediate code . The loader thus 
becomes responsible for the validation of tag names . 

Run time conversion and validation is not required since there is a restriction that 
prevents the database from being updated while a sequence that uses i t  i s  running. 

5 Conclusion 

We have examined CASL ,  a specialised high level language for batch cont rol , and con
cluded that , while i t  serves well as a batch control language, it could do with  some im
provements as a high level language. We have identified specific areas for improvements 
to functionality, clarity and readability and have proposed specific improvements .  The 
majority of these improvements can be implemented while keeping the new language up
wardly compatible with the old . Finally, we have implemented an LALR( l )  compiler that 
incorporates all the upwardly compatible improvements .  Except  for one infrequently used 
const ruct , the new compiler will compile all existing CASL code in order to protect the 
large investments made in CASL .  
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